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Abstract  
Mining opinion in the proliferation of the specific category named food 

hazard are considered as important task. The Primary Component of work 

involves detecting opinion relations among words in the opinion. In this 

paper, we propose a Novel Food Hazard unsupervised exploiting and 

ranking model to extract the aspects and aspects independent and 

dependent lexicons. Principle component analysis based polarity 

classification is employed to mine the opinion related to aspects in terms of 

polarity. Aspect mining model is generated using the SentiWordnet which 

contains the labels for the concepts with polarity score to the each term and 

it evaluated with point wise mutual information and classification 

accuracy. Along this opinion ranking mechanism is modelled based on the 

preference of the each opinion, Nominal group Technique, multi voting 

technique and based on the rating to information which helps user to better 

digest on the specific information. In addition Optimization of opinion 

ranking is also carried out by generating the Association rule between the 

opinions as it generates the confidence score. The rules established to 

extract the relationship between the opinions of the similar user. The 

experimental results proves that proposed model outperforms the state of 

art approaches in terms of precision, Recall and F Measure  
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1. Introduction  

With Rapid Development of Social Networks, huge number of food reviews is 

springing up in the web.  From these reviews, customers can obtain first-hand 

assessments of food information and direct supervision of their utilization and 

detection [1]. Thus, mining Opinions and ranking the opinion from online 

reviews from Yelp and foursquare has become an increasingly urgent activity 

and has attracted a great deal of attention from food hazard researchers in order 

to prevent from food borne illness. To extract and analyze opinions from online 

reviews, it is unsatisfactory to merely obtain the overall sentiment about food 

related information collected by used from microbiological reports [2]. To 

fulfill this objective, both opinion aspect and opinion polarity must be detected. 

First, however, it is necessary to extract and construct an aspect. Accordingly 

Principle component analysis [3] based polarity classification [4] utilized to 

cluster or classify the aspect determined opinion in terms of polarity. Aspect 

classification model is generated using the SentiWordnet which contains the 

labels for the concepts with polarity score to the each term and it evaluated with 

point wise mutual information. After which classified opinions were ranked 

based the preference of the each opinion and priority of the opinion is measured 

using Nominal group Technique which is multi voting technique [5]. The rating 

to information is assigned using assignment technique which helps user to better 

digest on the specific information. In addition Optimization of opinion ranking 

is also carried out by generating the Association rule between the opinions as it 

generates the confidence score [14]. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the 

related works in opinion classification and its impacts against the performing 

classification under feature preferences; Section 3 briefly discusses the 

proposed technique in terms of feature extraction technique and novel opinion 

classification mechanism incorporating ranking and prioritization. Section 4 

presents the experimental results on a number of data sets. Section 5 discusses 

conclusions and future work.  

2. Related Work  

There exist many techniques to detect the food hazards from the online reviews. 

Each of these techniques follows some sort of opinion classification, Opinion 

aspect determination and opinion Ranking related to the proposed model which 

is described as follows  

 Aspect-based Opinion Mining 

It develops NLP-based rules for the tasks of subjective and sentiment 

classification at the aspect-level. Aspect-based opinion mining techniques 

divide input texts into aspects, also called features that usually correspond to 

arbitrary topics considered  important or representative of the text that is being 

analyzed  It digests the vast availability of opinions in an easy manner. Aspect-
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based opinion mining used to create a prototype and analyze opinions [5].  

  Aspect Preference based Opinion Mining  

Aspect preference is composed on aspect identification and aspect ranking. 

Aspect identification is focused on extracting the set of aspects concerning the 

food hazard level. Aspect is used to represent both components and attributes of 

the food. Opinion Mining based on Preference is done with help of polarity of 

the information[15]. The polarity is determined for each feature/aspect., if the 

number of positive words is more, then the polarity of the sentence is positive or 

else the polarity is negative and if the number of positive and negative words 

are equal then the sentence show the neutral polarity[6]. 

3. Proposed model  

In this section, we describe the Rule based Ranking towards Opinion 

Classification and prioritization which is 

 Data Parsing -Extraction of Aspects from Opinion 

In the parsing, the following steps are included: 1) the segmentation of text, 2) 

the labelling of words, and 3) the replacement of synonymous expressions. To 

avoid unnecessary disturbances and improve precision, pre-processing should 

be conducted according to the material and the demand of the algorithms [7]. 

We propose to construct the “feature based” in the application of food hazard 

analysis. Features are mainly extracted by context mining.  

 

Figure 1: Opinion Parsing Using POS Tagging 

Context mining should obtain results as efficiently as possible to provide the 

necessary background knowledge for the subsequent steps in terms of aspects. 

The second approach of extracting polarity of the aspect, which is extracting the 

opinion-oriented information through the pure text. The Figure 1 depicts the 

opinion Parsing using pos tagging for feature generation. 
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 Calculating the Score Value using Rule based Approach–Positive  
 or Negative 

The most important thematic sentences are usually placed in the most prominent 

position, such as the title, the first sentence, and the last sentence, for emphasis. 

Therefore, in calculating the overall polarity of a document, the location of the 

sentiment sentence should be considered. In practice, the importance of a 

sentence to a document can be represented by the weight in the overall polarity 

computation. The weight of thematic sentences should be greater than those of 

other sentences in a document [8].  

 Aspect Expression to Aspect using Sentiment Lexicon   

To Analyse the Aspect Expression, Aspect level opinion mining could help 

users effectively navigate into detailed information of their interesting aspects 

by organizing the opinion summarization in a structured form. To perform 

aspect-level opinion mining tasks, we need to find the major aspects of entities 

in a specific domain. Furthermore, a high-quality sentiment lexicon plays a 

fundamental role in these tasks. However, a general-purpose sentiment lexicon 

is usually not favourable due to the highly aspect-dependent nature of 

sentiment. We should further extract aspect-dependent sentiment lexicon for 

each major aspect, i.e. aspect-specific opinion words along with their aspect-

aware sentiment polarities. Indeed, the user tend to use opinion words specific 

to the aspect to comment on the aspect [13]. Secondly, aspect-specific opinion 

words could also help extract more informative opinions from reviews. These 

opinion words usually provide more meaningful descriptions about the aspect. 

They could tell users why or from what perspective the opinions about the 

aspect are favourable or unfavourable rather than giving only general 

information. Lastly, the knowledge of aspect-aware sentiment polarities could 

help aspect-level sentiment classification.  Indeed, the sentiment polarities of 

many opinion words are sensitive to the targeted aspects, which means that one 

single word may deliver different sentiment polarities according to the aspects 

in context or deliver a sentiment only for a specific aspect. Identifying aspect-

aware polarities for these opinion words could thus improve aspect-level 

sentiment classification, and consequently, help provide more accurate positive 

vs. negative statistic summary about the customers’ opinions on the aspect.  

 Principle Component Analysis for Polarity Classification  

Principle Component Analysis is used to compute the aspect denotes a positive 

or a negative polarity[10]. The Semantic orientation by FoodHazardnet( It is 

collection of the food opinion and terms with positive opinion and negative 

option which act as knowledge base) for determining the polarity  

From k original variables: x1,x2,...,xk: 

 Produce k new variables: y1,y2,...,yk: 

 y1 = a11x1 + a12x2 + ... + a1kxk  

 y2 = a21x1 + a22x2 + ... + a2kxk  

 ... 
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 yk = ak1x1 + ak2x2 + ... + akkxk  

Where 

yaks’ are uncorrelated (orthogonal) 

y1 explains as much as possible of original variance in data set 

y2 explains as much as possible of remaining variance 

  Rule based Ranking towards Opinion Classification and  
  Prioritization 

The opinion ranking is carried out based on opinion Preference and opinion 

priority. The opinion Priority is determined based on the rule generation based 

decision making algorithm [11]. The preference for each opinion is computed 

using Nominal group Technique, multi voting technique and based on the rating 

to information which helps user to better digest on the specific information. In 

this association rule mining is employed between the opinions to determine the 

support and confidence as provides the confidence score of the opinion.  

Support (X Y) = support (XY) 

Confidence (X Y) = support (XY)/support (X) 

Where X and Y stands for aspect.  

Find frequent set Lk from Ck of all candidates Itemset for the related classes. 

Form Ck+1 from Lk; k = k + 1  

4. Experimental Results  

In section, we describe the experimental results of the proposed framework 

against the existing approaches 

 Dataset Description  

We have done extensive experiments on two dataset which is as follows  

 Twitter  

This data set contains 340,000 Twitter messages (tweets) of different food 

categorizes (classes) in different characteristics.  

 Evaluation  

The proposed Framework is evaluated against the following measures against 

several preprocessing steps on those data sets [15  

 Precision  

Positive predictive value is the fraction of relevant instances among the 

retrieved instances. Precision is the number of correct feature divided by the 

number of all returned feature space. 

Precision =  

True positive is a number of real positive cases in the data and false negative is 
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number of real negative cases in the data. The precision is evaluated against 

different dataset is depicted in the figure 2 

 

Figure 2: Performance Evaluation of the Precision towards Technique  

against Different Datasets 

 Recall  

It is the fraction of relevant instances that have been retrieved over the total 

amount of relevant instances. The recall is the part of the relevant documents 

that are successfully classified into the exact classes  

Recall =  

True positive is a number of real positive cases in the data and false negative is 

number of real negative cases in the data.  The recall is evaluated against 

different dataset is depicted in the figure 3 

 

Figure 3: Performance Evaluation of the Recall towards Technique  

against Different Datasets 
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a) True Positives: Observations where the actual and predicted Class were 

irrelevant 

b) True Negatives: Observations where the actual and predicted class were 

irrelevant 

c) False Positives: Observations where the actual class were irrelevant but 

predicted to be relevant 

d) False Negatives: Observations where the actual class were irrelevant 

but weren’t predicted to be relevant 

 Accuracy  

It is the number of correct class predictions to the single document to total 

number of predictions to whole document. 

Accuracy is given by  

 

 F Measure  

It is a measure of a test's accuracy and is defined as the weighted harmonic 

mean of the precision and recall of the test. The evaluation result is given in the 

figure 4 

 

Figure 4: Performance Evaluation of the F-measure towards Technique  

against Different datasets 

Although different document may have different impact on novel class 

detection, they are likely to have the same impact on classification. However, 

after a certain point, this improvement is diminished because of curse of 

dimensionality[12]. On the other hand, for the Forest data set, the novel classes 

are less separable. The evaluation of result is described in the table 1 for yelp 

dataset and table 2 for twitter dataset. 
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Table 1: Performance Evaluation of the Technique to Yelp Dataset 

Technique Precision  Recall  F measure  

Aspect based Opinion classification 0.45 0.66 0.54 

Aspect Preference based opinion Classification 0.53 0.72 0.61 

Rule based Ranking towards Opinion Classification and prioritization 0.75 0.85 0.80 

Table 2: Performance Evaluation of the Technique to Twitter Dataset 

Technique Precision  Recall  F measure  

Aspect based Opinion classification 0.46 0.72 0.55 

Aspect Preference based opinion Classification 0.52 0.79 0.61 

Rule based Ranking towards Opinion Classification and prioritization 0.79 0.86 0.80 

It is observed that the proposed method is always better when compared to 

opinion mining method and preference based opinion mining, it has provided 

better or comparable results. 

5. Conclusion  

We designed and implemented a novel Rule based Ranking towards Opinion 

Classification and prioritization. Our main contribution is extracting the aspect 

preference from the opinion and employing the ranking mechanism for 

prioritizing the opinion after classification. Aspect mining model is generated 

using the SentiWordnet which parses the words and segregates into features. 

Principle Component analysis is employed to reduce the feature and to class the 

polarity for the aspect extracted. Experimental results for two datasets with 

measures prove the effectiveness of the proposed model against the state of 

approaches.  
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